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Hospitality Impact of COVID-19
The buoyant hospitality sector of recent years, is at a halt. COVID-19 has forced
many hotels and restaurants to shut doors indefinitely, accelerated disruption
and brought significant uncertainty
Consumer and business confidence is declining, with uncertainty surrounding the duration and impact of
COVID-19. Supply and demand levels are strained, further exacerbated by extensive travel restrictions.
Consumer demand has taken a significant hit, with delayed forward bookings, widespread cancellation of
events and near-zero footfall. Supply pipelines are also affected as a result of delays in construction, and
the slowing down of M&A activity.
Flight suspensions are driving immediate adverse effects to hotel chains, industry suppliers, tour operators,
travel logistics services and airport activity. The co-dependency of these business groups, makes for a
fragile eco-system, susceptible to external threats. However, there are opportunities for businesses that
proactively respond and focus on recovery in the early stages.
Hotels
• Large-scale shutdown of hotels
• Extensive travel restrictions
resulting in booking cancellations
• Widespread cancellation of
meetings and events
• Increase in staff and guests’
health and safety measures
• Re-purposing of the closed
properties into temporary
accommodation for front line staff
• Supply chain disruption
• Pressures on cash management
• Sharp decline of hotel values

Leisure Attractions
• Closure of theme parks and other
leisure attractions
• Expectation that high guest
volume and density attractions
could be among the last sectors to
re-open
• Significant liquidity and cash flow
risk from ceased operations
during peak season and
expectation of slow recovery
• Pre-COVID high leverage
increased further by new
financing
• Deferred CAPEX could impact
long-term growth prospects

Eating & Drinking Out
• Closures or services limited to
pick-up and/or delivery
• Stricter food safety guidelines and
requirement for additional staff
personal protective equipment
(PPE)
• Increased consumer price
sensitivity
• Supply chain disruption
• Workforce fluctuations
• Liquidity and cash flow issues
• Reduced investment in the sector
• Concerns regarding attitude and
impact of different customer
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demographics on trading

Hotels
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Market Challenges - Hotels
Disruptive forces include new consumer expectations, rising operating costs
and disruption to operating model
Coronavirus – COVID-19

BAU Challenges
Impact of new accommodation
formats e.g. homesharing, extended
stay, co-living

Leadership resilience, especially in
managing the closed-down period
Crisis management (prevention plans,
communications, pivoting of revenue and
key digital strategies

New
challenges

Changes in buying journey (rising
impact of social media on decision
making) and fickle loyalty,
especially for Millennials

Operating model disruption
(staff, landlords, suppliers,
brand owners)

Service level and processes
disruption - F&B and Accommodation
Limited and interrupted
cash flows
Increasing operating
costs (rise in NLW,
minimum wage, rates,
rent, food supplies)
Interdependence with, and codependence on other sectors
(aviation, logistics and
Getting distribution, tour operators)

worse

Protecting against risks to value and
reputation (poor handling of reopenings and employee retention)
Difficult trading environment / poor
performance, especially for the
undifferentiated mid-market segment

Respond and
Recover in
Hotels

Focus on sustainable and local
sourcing (e.g. F&B, design)
Importance of cybersecurity,
technology and personal data
(how can hotels
manage/leverage/protect data
to create a 360o customer
profile? Which touchpoints of
the customer journey can be
automated and streamlined?
How can this be used to
optimise operations and back
of house teams?)
Finding the right balance with
the OTAs
Need for transformational guest
experiences
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Response and Recovery - Hotels
Organisations need to protect trading performance, mitigate financial
impact and show empathy towards employees and customers

RESPOND

PRIORITES
•

Financial resilience: cost mitigation, incl. capex
commitments, payment and tax deferrals, liquidity and
borrowing, property and lease terms

Protect the trading performance of the business, maximise
government assistance programs, evaluate insurance policies
and contracts

•

Employees: prioritise workplace safety, offer appropriate
reward and keep furloughed employees informed and
supported

•

Mitigate the financial impact of loss of revenue streams,
revisit variable costs

•

•

Manage operating model disruption incl. ability for staff to get
to work, F&B supplies, impact on landlord and brand owner
relationships

Operational flexibility: re-train staff to operate at minimum
levels and across different departments, introduce strict
cleaning processes, re-purpose closed properties

•

Flexibility in management contracts and franchise
agreements, rent deferral covenant breaches ( loan to value
covenant test)

Customers: engage with existing customers, build
relationships with new customers and prioritise the
vulnerable, review booking T&Cs

•

Minimise complexity: reduce non-core services, rate mix
and promotions

•

Supply: collaborate with suppliers to protect resilience

•

Protect, reassure and engage customers and employees

•

Prioritise employee wellbeing

•

•

RECOVER

ACTIONS

•

Support workforce and employees

•

Online capabilities: maximise digital sales channels

•

Restore revenue streams and test new service offerings

•

•

Restore customer confidence in using the sector (integrate
the importance of a medical solution, tracking of the
infection)

Operations: plan and execute re-opening programme for
hotels incl. health and safety measures

•

Customer: understand new customer behaviour and define
strategy for customer engagement

•

Understand shift in customer buying journey

•

•

Assess development pipeline, current footprint, brand mix
and head office size/locations

Supply: build resilience into end to end supply and explore
localised, sustainable supply options

•

Employees: understand headcount requirement, skills of
your people and what is required to deliver new priorities

•

Strategy: define medium and long term vision, no regrets
moves and ensure alignment across organisation

•

Optimise assets, liabilities, liquidity and resilience

•

Proactively manage stakeholder expectations

•

Digitalise systems, review processes and contracts
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Eating & Drinking
Out
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Market Challenges – Eating & Drinking Out
Disruptive forces include shifting consumption patterns, increasing
operating costs and acceleration of digital
Coronavirus – COVID-19

BAU Challenges
Impact of new formats and disruptors
(e.g. UberEats, Deliveroo, Just Eat)

Leadership resilience, especially in
managing the closed-down period

Significant decrease in
customer count and attitudes
of different demographics on
eating and drinking out

The rising impact of social media on
customer decision-making (the
Instagram-era)

How to restart business

New
post-closure & difficulty
challenges in forecasting trading
Limited and
interrupted cash flow
Disrupted service models and
processes (e.g. full service)
Operating model
disruption (staff in flux,
rent due, supply chain,
focus on cleanliness)
Increasing operating costs
(rise in NLW, minimum
wage, rates, rent, food)
Ongoing level of rent and rates

Getting
v. trading performance
worse
Acceleration of digital platforms and apps

(e.g. online delivery, click and collect)

Difficult trading environment / poor performance,
especially for the casual-dining sector

Respond and
Recover in
Eating &
Dinking Out

Changing nature of consumption
patterns (shift to online, at-home
eating/drinking, health conscious
and price-sensitivity)

Focus on sustainable and local
sourcing
Importance of data/
technology to automate
back office processes and
customers touchpoints
The over extension of
concepts into markets that
are not deep enough, and
unaffordable rents
The need for unique dining experiences
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Response and Recovery – Eating & Drinking Out
Organisations need to mitigate financial impact, prioritise workplace safety
and continue to engage with customers

RECOVER

RESPOND

PRIORITES

ACTIONS

•

Protect, reassure and engage customers and
employees

•

Financial resilience: cost mitigation, payment and tax deferrals, liquidity and
borrowing, property and lease terms

•

Prioritise employee wellbeing

•

•

Protect the trading performance of the
business

Employees: prioritise workplace safety, offer appropriate reward, implement
flexible working, keep furloughed employees informed and supported

•

Operational flexibility: re-train staff to operate at minimum levels, introduce
strict cleaning processes, transition to pick-up and delivery options, monitor new
operational regulations

•

Customers: continue to engage creatively with existing customers via
marketing, clearly communicate decisive actions and responses

•

Minimise complexity: temporarily reduce menus (incl. change to price and
food cost to increase profitability), temporarily change to single use menus,
adapt menu mix to supply limitations, provide options for contactless
delivery/pick-up/payment and tamper-proof packaging

•

Supply: collaborate with suppliers to protect resilience, analyse inventory and
evaluate the viability of alternate sourcing options, assess robustness of supply
chain

•

Online capabilities: maximise digital sales channels, explore 3rd party online
relationships, increase digital touchpoints, create new offerings (rewards,
subscriptions, loyalty programs)

•

Operations: enhance delivery and pick-up options, test new concepts (e.g. meal
kits), flexible layout to ensure social distancing can be maintained within sites

•

Customer: engage with empathy, understand new buying behaviour and
consider targeted promotions to increase traffic, communications regarding
health and safety

•

Mitigate the financial impact of loss of
revenue streams

•

Manage operating model disruption incl.
ability for staff to get to work, F&B supplies,
impact on landlord and brand owner
relationships

•

Support workforce and employees

•

Restore revenue streams

•

Restore customer confidence in visiting
licensed retail premises and deliver the
‘experience’

•

Understand shift in customer buying journey

•

Assess development pipeline, existing number
of sites, brand mix and head office
•
size/locations

•

Optimise assets, liabilities, liquidity and
resilience

•

Proactively manage stakeholder expectations

•

Digitalise systems, review processes and
contracts

Supply: build resilience into end to end supply and explore localised, sustainable
supply options

•

Employees: provide options for flexible working, update leave policy and talent
strategy, understand headcount requirement, workforce skills and what is
required to deliver new priorities

•

Strategy: define future vision, no regrets moves and ensure alignment across
organisation
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Leisure
Attractions
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Market Challenges – Leisure Attractions
Overview of key disruptors

Coronavirus – COVID-19

BAU Challenges

High volume leisure could be among
the last sectors to re-open

Rising labour costs and challenge in attracting
and retaining experienced and motivated staff

Guest density and queues

present significant operational
New
challenge
challenges
Re-opening with reduced
capacity, social distancing, and
other measures could impact
guest experience and immersion
Opportunity to streamline OPEX
and reduce staffing needs longterm
Opportunity to accelerate
adoption of technologies such as
virtual queue systems
Deferred CAPEX could impact
long-term growth prospects
Pre-COVID high leverage
increased by new financing

High ongoing CAPEX requirements to
ensure continued appeal for guests
and drive repeat visitation

Respond and
Recover in
Leisure
Attractions

High leverage, particularly for
recent PE buyout businesses such
as Merlin Entertainments and
Parques Reunidos

Fixed/variable cost mix varies
widely between businesses
Revenue is highly
seasonal, presenting a
cash flow risk in BAU
operations

Construction delays lengthen

Getting breakeven periods for expansions
worse
and new developments

Increased safety risk for guests and
employees
Increased liquidity and cash flow risk from ceased
operations and anticipation of slow recovery

Long breakeven periods for new
developments and expansion
Significant upfront CAPEX and long development
timeframes provide additional challenge if delaying capital
projects
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Response and Recovery – Leisure Attractions
Outlook in short to mid-term

RECOVER

RESPOND

PRIORITES
•

Protect the wellbeing of employees and
guests

•

Reduce liquidity and default risk

•

Engage with lenders and landlords

•

Design operational policies and for re-opening
with reduced capacity, social distancing,
additional cleaning and other measures

•

Maintain state of readiness where costfeasible

•

Review capital projects considering both
managing cash flows and long-medium-term
competitiveness

•

Maintain engagement with customers during
site closures

•

Observe and learn from re-openings in APAC,
where applicable

•

Consider phased re-openings to generate
cash flow while testing new operational
policies and procedures

•

Consider potential cash flow boost from saleleaseback opportunities for owned real estate

•

Accelerate adoption of technologies such as
virtual queue systems and cashless and nocontact transactions

•

Monitor guest sentiment and conduct ongoing
reviews of pricing, medium term strategy and
planned CAPEX

ACTIONS
•

Financial resilience: Reduce monthly cash burn, raise additional
financing if required, review capital projects, engage with lenders and
landlords, and explore available government financial support
schemes

•

Operations: Make use of site closures to conduct planned
maintenance, design new operating policies and procedures for reopening, and work to shorten re-opening timeframes

•

Customer: Maintain or develop new touchpoints with customers,
including through social media, digital content, and leveraging
available IP

•

Supply: Review inventories and the resilience of supply chains

•

Employees: Facilitate remote working where feasible, review
employee rewards and benefits, and maintain communication with
furloughed employees

•

Digital: Introduce digital solutions such as virtual queue systems and
cashless transactions to alleviate operational challenges and potential
reduce staffing needs

•

Operations: Learn from re-openings across APAC and consider
phased re-openings to test new procedures, where applicable

•

Customer: Monitor and understand changing guest behaviour,
sentiment and response to operational changes. Adapt pricing and
operations as needed

•

Supply: Build more resilient end-to-end supply chains

•

Employees: Maintain control over employee costs amid new
operational procedures, and ensure that cost increases are correlated
with demand
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Thriving post
COVID-19
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Thriving post COVID-19
Longer term priorities

•

Crisis management
/ new strategy
assessment

•

•

Actively engage financing partners to ensure lines of credit remain
available, and to explore new or additional options, should they be
needed

•

Stakeholders
relationship •
management •

Operational impact
assessment

•

Management of •
working capital •
and profitability

Evaluate contracts, insurance policies and prioritisation of
expenditure
Evaluate consumer behaviour changes that may impact current
business model and develop solutions to adapt to new demand
levels
Assess restructuring options available to the company including
pre-pack administrations and CVA analysis

The new norm will require three
critical capabilities:

Resilience

Continue transparent communication with stakeholders
Engage with critical suppliers, assess key trading terms and
communicate regularly to understand their ability to maintain
and/or negotiate supply continuity
•

Ensure processes are in place to monitor real time demand and
flex accordingly (bookings, procurement, staffing levels)

•

Implement measures that protect everyone on the premises

•

Develop new products and services to meet guest / consumer
demand

•

Establish new ways to connect with guests / customers

Flexibility

Focus on liquidity and perform scenario modelling to understand
the levers that generate cash
Ensure financing remains viable
Be specific on waiver requests (e.g. financial covenant waivers,
capital payment holidays, FF&E rights)

•

Revisit variable costs

•

Assess cost vs. benefit of postponing or cancelling capex

Creativity
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